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Ibn Rajab al-Hanbali was a Muslim scholar born in Baghdad, Iraq in
the year 736 AH/1335 CE and a popular exponent of the legal school of
Imam Ahmad b. Hanbal. His father was known as Rajab al-Salami, and
from this he acquired the byname, Ibn Rajab. At the age of eight, he
relocated from Baghdad to Damascus with his father, and this is where
he began his study of the Islamic disciplines. In Damascus, he studied
the variant Quranic modes of recitation and amassed great knowledge
from the Damascene scholars. He would eventually travel in search of
greater knowledge to Mecca, Egypt, and other regions. Ibn Rajab
excelled in the study of hadith and became recognised as the greatest
hadith master of his time. He was also an extremely e�ective sermoniser
and lecturer who touched the hearts of his listeners through his wisdom
and charisma. Also adding to his greatness is the love and esteem in
which he was held by people of diverse ideological orientations. His
writings reveal a wide range of expertise covering subjects like
economics, law, legal maxims, hagiography, history, ethics, spirituality,
exegesis, and most importantly, hadith science. His biographers
unanimously agree upon his piety, scrupulousness, exemplary
behaviour, charisma, wisdom, and mastery of the prophetic tradition.
He died on the 14thday of the month of Ramadan in the year 795
AH/1392 CE and is buried in the Bab al-Saghir cemetery in Damascus.
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Imam Ahmad reported on the authority of Jabir  from the Prophet 
 who said, “Do not wish for death. For, verily the horror of death’s

foray is intense. And, it is a sign of good fortune for a person’s lifespan
to be extended and for God  to bestow redemption upon him.”

There are a number of reasons that one might wish for death:
1) One reason is due to a material harm which descends upon the

person. It is forbidden to wish for death in such an instance. It is
reported in the Sahih of Bukhari and Muslim on the authority of Anas 

 from the Prophet  who said, “Let none of you wish for death in
light of a harm which descends upon him. If such an urge is
insuppressible, let one say: “O God! Grant me life as long as life is better
for me, and take my life if death is better for me.”

The reason for its dislike in this instance is that the one who wishes
for death in response to a harm which has descended upon him does so
merely out of the desire to hasten the relief that comes after. In such an
instance, he is like one who takes refuge in �re from the intense summer
heat. One hadith of the Prophet  reads, “Only the one who has been
forgiven attains relief.”
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Therefore, one should not pray for death without stipulating “[if] it
be better for him” with God . The same rule applies to any person
who is unaware of what is better for him, like when one prays for
a�uence, poverty, etc. Similarly, seeking God’s  direction in making
the best decision is prescribed when one desires to act on something of
whose goodness he is unaware. One should only supplicate God 
with full conviction about things of whose goodness he is certain [to
receive an answer], such as forgiveness, mercy, pardon, wellbeing, God-
consciousness, guidance, and the like.

2) A second reason [one might wish for death] is: the fear of being
tested in one’s faith. This is a valid justi�cation. A signi�cant number of
companions and leaders of Islam have wished and prayed for death out
of fear of being tested in their faith. It reads in this hadith about dreams,
“If You desire to try a people, seize me unto You untried.”

3) Another reason [one might wish for death] is: to exploit the
opportunity for martyrdom when its circumstances arise. This is also a
valid justi�cation. There are many well-known examples of companions
asking for martyrdom and exposing themselves to it. This is like Mu’adh 

 who asked that he and his family’s life be taken during the plague in
light of what happened in the Levant [of civil strife].

4) Another reason [one might wish for death] is: out of a longing to
meet God  due to being convinced of the integrity of one’s deeds.
This is also a valid justi�cation. It is something common among many of
the forbearers. Abu al-Darda’  said, “I love death out of a longing for
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my Lord.” Abu ‘Anbasa al-Khawlani said, “The meeting with God was
more beloved than martyrdom to those who preceded you.” One person
said, “My longing for You has been prolonged. So, accelerate my arrival
to You.” Another said, “The thought of death is only easy for me when I
remember the meeting with God. When that happens, I long for death
in the same way that an intensely thirsty person longs for refreshingly
cold water on a sweltering day.”

[The poet said]:

A sinner yearns for you, O Near One
The way a thirsty one yearns for

a drink of sweet cool water

Evidence for the permissibility of this is found in God’s  saying,
“Say, ‘If the last home with God is to be for you alone and no one else, then
you should long for death, if your claim is true’,” Q 2:94 and His 
saying, “Say [Prophet], ‘You who follow the Jewish faith, if you truly claim
that out of all people you alone are friends of God, then you should be
hoping for death’” Q 62:6. That indicates that the friends of God  do
not abhor death; rather, they actually wish for it. Then He mentions
that “but because of what they have stored up for themselves with their own
hands they would never hope for death.” This, then, indicates that only
those with sin, who fear meeting God  with them, abhor death. One
of the for-bearers said, “Only a skeptic abhors death.” The hadith of the
Prophet  on the authority of ‘Ammar b. Yasir  reads, “I ask of you
the delight of gazing upon your face and longing for the meeting with
you in neither a state of harmful distress nor damning tribulation.”
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So longing for the meeting with God  happens only by loving
death, which itself is only likely to occur in light of a fear of harmful
distress or damning tribulation in one’s faith. When such conditions are
absent, it (love of death) arises from a longing for the meeting with God 

. That is what is being asked for in this hadith. In the Musnad, the
hadith of the Prophet  on the authority of Abu Hurayra  reads,
“No one is to wish for death unless he is one who has con�dence in his
work.”

So the one who is obedient to God  �nds solace with his lord. He
loves to meet God , and God  loves to meet him. The disobedient
one, on the other hand, is alienated from his Master due to an aversion
produced by sins. He abhors meeting his lord, though it is inescapable.
Dhu al-Nun said, “Every obedient person will be comforted while every
disobedient person will be estranged.” A poet said,

Are you estranged due to what you have committed,
Exhibit goodness if you like and be comforted

Abu Bakr al-Siddique  said to ‘Umar  in his counsel to him at
death, “If you keep my counsel, no absentee will be more beloved to you
than death, while there is no escaping it. And, if you squander it, no
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absentee will be more abhorrent to you than death, while there is no
overpowering it.” Abu Hazim said, “Every deed in light of which you
abhor death, abandon it. It will, then, not harm you when you die.” The
disobedient one �ees from death due to the dislike of meeting God .
But where does he who is in the grip of the one seeking him �ee?

Where is the refuge when God  is the one in pursuit And the
sinner is the vanquished, not the vanquisher?

Abu Hazim was asked, “How is the arrival to God ?” He said, “As
for the obedient one, it is like the arrival of an absentee to his family
eagerly awaiting his return. As for the disobedient one, it is like the
arrival of a fugitive to his angry master.” Some righteous people seen in a
dream were asked, “What has God  done to you?” They responded,
“Good! The like of the Generous One (Al-Karim) , when an
obedient one alights upon Him, is incomparable.” Life in its entirety is
the month of fasting for the god-conscious. And the celebration of their
fast-breaking is the day they meet their lord, as was said [by the poet],

I have fasted from all the delights of my life
And the day I meet you is the day I break my fast

Another reason [one might wish for death]: is for some reason other
than the aforementioned. The scholars have di�ered over whether it is
disliked or favourable. A group of the forbearers considered it to be licit
while others disapproved of it. Some of our [Hanbali] comrades have
attributed two di�erent statements to Ahmad regarding that, while one
is not a genuine ascription since Ahmad expressly declared that wishing
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for death is disliked only when it is in reaction to a material harm but
permissible to wish for when one fears being tried in one’s faith. At
times some of them include in this disagreement [over Ahmad’s
opinion] the aforementioned con�ict, but there is reason to challenge
that.

Those who disapprove of it advanced as proof the general
prohibition against it as in the aforementioned hadith of Jabir as well as
other hadiths, some of which will be forthcoming, God-willing. For the
prohibition against wishing for death in the hadith of Jabir ,they have
o�ered two explanations: 1) one of them is that the horror of death’s
foray is intense. Death’s foray is a reference to the horrors, unlike
anything in the ephemeral world, that will be revealed to the dead upon
the occasion of death, like the sight of angels and one’s deeds, both good
and bad. It is likewise a reference to the tidings one will be given of the
Garden and the Fire. This includes the adversity, distress, and the sti�es
of death. The sound hadith reads, “When the bier of a righteous person
is borne, it says: “Hurry up with me! Hurry up with me!” But when it is
otherwise, it says: “O woe to it! Where are you going with it?” Every
living thing hears its voice except for man. And if man was to hear it, he
would fall dead on the spot.”

Hasan said, “If the son of Adam knew that comfort and cheer await
him in death, it would [still] be di�cult for him to face it due to what he
knows of its horridness, adversity, and horror. And, how not so when he
does not know if he will receive in death either permanent bliss or
enduring torment?”

[Ibrahim] al-Nakha’i cried at the moment of his death, saying, “I am
awaiting the angel of death, not knowing if it will give me tidings of the
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Garden or the Fire.” So the one who wishes for death behaves like one
who is hastening the descent of tribulation while we have been
commanded to merely ask for well-being. Ibn ‘Umar  heard a man
wishing for death and said [to him], “Do not wish for death because you
will die. However, ask God for well-being.” Ibrahim b. Adham said,
“Death comes with a drink. None are strong enough to endure it except
for one who is fearful, frightened, and obedient to God and who was
expecting it.” [The poet] Abu al-‘Atahiya said,

Alas, death has a drink, and what a drink it is!
And you will undoubtedly experience its drink

How many times even though death is near
will you be reminded of death and remain oblivious

Al-Hasan b. ‘Ali lost composure when death came to him and said,
“I truly want to have a view of what I have never had a view of before.”
Hasan al-Basri cried upon his death, saying, “Precious, weak; a gravely
horrid a�air; verily we belong to God  and very unto Him we are
returning.” Habib al-‘Ajami would cry when he was dying, saying, “I
want to take a journey I have never taken before and travel a path I have
never trodden before. I am visiting my master and benefactor and have
never seen him before, and I am on the brink of horrors I have never
seen before.”

All of this was from the horror of death’s foray, which severs the
hearts of the fearful to the point that ‘Umar  said during his death,
“If I had all that the earth contains, I would o�er it in ransom from
having to experience the horror of death’s foray.” An aspect of the
horror of death’s foray is the trial of the grave, which will be revealed to
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the dead upon his descent into it. For the dead will be tested with a
questioning in their graves like or close to the level of the test
encountered from the Anti-Christ. Another aspect of it is that they will
be shown their homes in the Garden and in the Fire while in their graves;
they will experience the compression of the sides of the grave, its
constriction, horror and torment, if God  does not exempt them
from that. One righteous person was seen in a dream after death and
asked about his state to which he responded in poetic measure,

No one knows what is inside the grave
except for God and those residing in the tombs

The second reason [o�ered for the prohibition against wishing for
death in Jabir’s  hadith] is: that the lifespan of the believer only
increases in goodness. Thus it is a sign of good fortune for him to be
given long life and granted [opportunity for] redemption, repentance
from prior sins, and diligence in the performance of good works. So,
when he wishes for death, he wishes to interrupt his good work, and that
is inappropriate. Ibrahim al-Harbi related from the narration of Ibn
Luhay’a from Ibn al-Had from Ibn al-Muttalib from his father that the
Prophet  said, “Happiness utter happiness is a long life in obedience
to God.”

This understanding has been associated with the Prophet  from
numerous channels. In the Sahih of Bukhari from Abu Hurayra 
from the Prophet  who said, “Let none of you wish for death. He is
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either a good doer in which case he will increase in goodness, or an
errant in which case he might be given a second chance.”

In the Sahih of Muslim from Abu Hurayra  from the Prophet 
it reads that he said, “Let none of you wish for death nor pray for it
before it is to come. Verily, when one of you dies his work is brought to
an end, and, verily, a believer’s lifespan only increases him in good.”

In the Musnad of Imam Ahmad from Abu Hurayra  from the
Prophet  it reads that he said, “Let none of you wish for death nor
pray for it before it comes unless he has con�dence in his work. For,
verily if one of you dies, his work is brought to an end. And, verily the
believer’s lifespan only increases him in good.”
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In it as well is the report from Umm al-Fadl  that the Prophet 
heard Al-‘Abbas  wishing for death on one occasion when he fell ill
and then said, “Do not wish for death! For, verily if you are devout, you
will add goodness to your goodness. And if you are a sinner and are
delayed, it is better for you to be delayed and given a second chance to
give up your errant behaviour.”

Also in the Musnad is a report on the authority of Abu Umama 
who said, “We sat with God’s Messenger , we remembered, and our
hearts were moved to the point that Sa’d b. Abi Waqqas  begun to cry
excessively. He said, “Oh, I wish I was dead.” Upon that, the Prophet 
said, “O Sa’d! If you have been created for the Garden, then the
prolonging of your life and re�nement of your work is better for you.”

Numerous other hadiths have been related with the same meaning,
and all of them point to the prohibition against wishing for death in any
given situation and that the prolonging of a believer’s life is better for
him. For, surely he increases in good through it. In this light, it has been
stated that one’s wish for death out of longing to meet God  takes the
same ruling. There is, however, reason for objection. That is because the
Prophet  wished for it while in that state, and [mystic] travelers have
di�ered about which of them is better: the one who wishes for death out
of a longing to meet God , the one who wishes to live longer out of a
desire to obey God , or the one who consigns the matter to God 
while contenting himself with His (God’s)  choice for him without
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choosing anything for himself. A group of the companions advanced as
proof of the superiority of preferring death over life God’s  saying,
“What God has is best for those who are truly good” Q 3:198. The sound
hadiths, however, indicate that every time the believer’s life is prolonged
he is increased by that in the good he is entitled to from God . So it is
inappropriate for him to wish for that to come to an end; that is, unless
he fears being tried in his faith. Whenever he fears being tested in his
faith, he would fear losing the good that he has with God  and it
being replaced with evil God forbid! In such a case, death is better than
life. Maymun b. Mihran said, “There is no good in life for anyone except
for one repenting or a person working toward spiritual ascension. That
is, the repenting person causes an erasure of past bad deeds through
repentance, and the worker works diligently to raise his grades. Any
other than the two of them is ruined as God  said, “By the fading day,
man is [deep] in loss, except for those who believe, do good deeds, urge one
another to the truth, and urge one another to steadfastness” Q 103:1-3.
God  swore an oath that every person is ruined except for those who
take on these four characteristics: faith, righteous work, counseling with
truth, and counseling with patience upon the truth. So this sura is a scale
by which the believer weighs his deeds and determines through them his
gain and loss. For this reason, Sha�’i said, “If all the people re�ected
upon it, it would su�ce them.”

One of the predecessors saw the Prophet in his dream and said to
him, “Give me counsel.” He said to him, “Whoever’s two days are the
same is defrauded. Whoever’s today is worse than his yesterday is
damned. Whoever has not pursued increase in his work is in decrease.
And whoever is in decrease, death is better for him.”
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One of them said, “The people of probity (Siddiquiyun) felt
embarrassment from God  if their day ended the same as the previous
day,” alluding to the fact that they were not content each day unless
there was an increase in their good works; they felt ashamed of missing
that [opportunity] and considered it a loss, as was said [by the poet]:

Is it not a sign of ruin that nights
pass by without benefit and are reckoned

as part of my life?

So the believer who ful�lls the conditions of faith only increases in
goodness from the prolonging of his life. Whoever’s state is such, life is
better than death. Part of the Prophet’s  prayer was “O God! Make
life an increase for me in every good, and make death relief from every
evil.”

Muslim reported it. And Tirmidhi reports that the Prophet  was
asked, “Which people are best?” He said, “The one whose life is
prolonged and his work is good.” He was asked, “Which people are
worst?” He said, “The one whose life is prolonged and his work is poor.”
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In the Musnad and other works [it is related] that a delegation of
three visited the Prophet and then accepted Islam. They were residing
with Talha , and then the Prophet  mobilised troops [for war] in
which one of them joined and was later martyred. Then, he mobilised
another detachment [for war] in which another joined and was
martyred. The third died in his bed. Talha  said, “I saw them in the
Garden [in a dream], and I saw the one who died in his bed advancing
before them. I saw the second one who was martyred behind him, and I
saw the �rst of them martyred the last of them. Then, I went to the
Prophet and mentioned that to him, and he said: “I do not object to any
of that. There is no one superior in the sight of God  than a believer
who lives in Islam to glorify and magnify him and declare His unicity.”

In one version he said, “Did not this one tarry a year after him?”
They said, “Indeed.” He said, “And he lived until Ramadan and fasted
it?” They said, “Indeed.” He said, “And he prayed such-and-such
number of prostrations during the year?” They said, “Indeed.” He said,
“Then, between the two of them is the distance of the outer limits of
Heaven and Earth.” Someone said to one of the forbearers, “Death is
good” (or “May death be good”). He said, “Do not say [that]! Verily, an
hour wherein you live asking God’s forgiveness is better for you than an
eternity’s death.”
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Someone said to an old man amongst them, “Do you love death?”
He said, “No.” It was said, “Why not?” He said, “Youth and its evil have
passed. And old age and its good have come. So when I get up, I say: In
the name of God . When I sit down, I say: Praise be to God . So I
enjoy maintaining this.”

Another old man amongst them was asked, “What reason do you
have to live?” He said, “To cry over sins.” For this reason, the pious
forbearers used to express regret about the cessation of their deeds at
death. Mu’adh  cried upon his death, saying, “I cry because of the
[loss of] thirst in days of intense heat, the standing [for night prayers] in
winter nights, and pressing up against the scholars along with the people
in the circles of God’s  mention.” ‘Abd al-Rahman b. al-Aswad cried
upon his death, saying, “Oh, how I regret the loss of fasting and prayer!”
And he recited the Qur’an until death overtook him. Yazid al-Raqqashi
cried upon his death, saying, “I cry because of missing the night prayer
and fasting the daytime.” Then he cried, saying, “O Yazid! Who will pray
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for you after your demise? Who will fast for you? Who will seek nearness
[to God] with righteous deeds? And who will repent for you from past
sins?” One of them lost composure while dying, saying, “I am only
crying because the fasters fast for God’s  sake and I am not one of
them, because the prayers pray and I am not one of them, and because
those who make mention [of God] make mention and I am not one of
them. This is what makes me cry.”

[The poet said],

My companions carry [me] but don’t sense my grief
People have sorrows and I have sorrow of my own
I love you all as long as I’m alive, and when I die

Oh what regret there is from those who
love you after me

Tirmidhi reports on the authority of Abu Hurayra  that the
Prophet  said, “Not a single person dies without regret. If he was a
good doer, he regrets that he did not do more. And if he is a bad doer, he
regrets he cannot get another chance.”

If the good-doer regrets the abandonment of increase, what then will
the wrong-doer’s state be? One of the predecessors heard someone
saying to him in a dream,

Take if you wish a pliant headrest
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After death your head will be made
to rest on granite stone

Work righteousness for your soul during your life
For you will present it tomorrow if you do not do so

Another heard someone say to him in a dream,
If you do not doubt that you will die
And you are not working for what

comes after death
Then your life will end while you are negligent

And your name amongst the dead
is counted and secured

Some of the dead were seen in a dream and said, “We have nothing
more than regret. And you have nothing more than heedlessness.” It was
found written on a grave:

I have truly regretted all that I have done
And whoever follows what the soul

desires will experience regret
Do they not know that the reckoning

is ahead of them
And that there is a seeker behind them

who does not grow weary?
So be fearful so that you are secure after your death
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You will meet a just lord who commits no wrong
Then, none deluded by his worldliness will have relief

And know that he will feel regret if his sandal slips

The dead experience regret in their graves for the missed opportunity
to increase their good works, like glori�cation and magni�cation [of
God]. Some of them will ask to return to the world for that, but they
will not be able to do so. A barrier will be placed between them and their
work. Mortgages will be blocked (ghuliqat minhum al-ruhun). One of
them was seen in a dream and said, “We regret the loss of a grave matter.
We know and do not work, while you work and do not know. I swear to
God , one or two glori�cations or one or two units of prayer in one of
our records is more beloved to Him than the world and everything in it.”
One of the forbearers said, “Every day the believer lives in is a win
(ghanima).” Another of them said, “What remains of a believer’s life is
priceless.” In other words, it is possible for him to erase his prior sins by
repentance and exert himself to achieve lofty stations by pious work. As
for the one who is negligent during the remainder of his life, he is
ruined. Then, if he increases in sin, that is manifest ruin. Deeds are
judged by �nalities (inna al-a’mal bi al-khawatim). Whoever reforms
himself in what remains will be forgiven for what has passed. And
whoever does ill in what remains will be reckoned for what remains and
what has passed. [The poet said],

O seller of his life, pursuer of his hopes
In disobedience of God as do the fools

If ignorance wagers with you for
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what is left of it, then say:
The remainder of the believer’s life is priceless

Whatever of life has already passed regardless of how long that may
have been, its delights are gone but its consequences remain. It is as if,
when one did not anticipate the coming of death’s appointed time, God 

 said, “Think, if we let them enjoy this life for some years and then the
promised torment came upon them, what good would their past enjoyment
be to them?” Q 26:205207. One of the forbearers recited this verse and
cried, saying, “When death comes, the delight and bliss that a person was
enjoying does not avail him.” In a similar meaning is what Abu
al-‘Atahiya recited to [Harun] Al-Rashid when he built his palace and
summoned his convivialists (nudama),

Live in whatever way appears to you safely
In the shade of towering palaces

It will bring you desire in all your daily activities
So when the souls clatter in

the tightness of rattling breasts
At that moment will you know certainly

You were merely in delusion
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In the Sahih of Bukhari, the Prophet said, “God  ignores excuses
from the one He allows to reach sixty years of age.”

Tirmidhi reports the narration, “The lifespan of my community is
what is between sixty and seventy, and the minority are those who
surpass that.” In one version, “The harvest of my community is he who
reaches �fty. He is half of one hundred. So for what is he waiting?”

[The poet said]:

I lament fifty years which have passed
They were before me; I, then, put them behind me

If life had been a hundred years, it would crush me
with the realization that I have already lived half of it

In some of the books of old, it reads, “Verily, God  has a caller
who calls out every day: “O children of �fty! A crop whose harvest has
approached! O children of sixty! Come to the Reckoning! O children of
seventy! What have you presented and what have you neglected? O
children of eighty! You have no excuse! I wish people were not created.
And I wish when they were created they knew for what they were
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created, that they sat with one another reviewing what they know! Alas,
the doomsday has come to you! So take your precaution!” Wahb said,
“Verily, God  has a caller who calls out in the fourth heaven every
morning: “O children of forty! A crop whose harvest has approached! O
children of �fty! What have you presented and what have you neglected?
O children of sixty! You have no excuse!” And in one hadith, “Verily,
God  says to the guardian angels: “Be gentle with the person as long
as his youth remains. Then, once he reaches forty, scrutinise carefully
and secure the record.” One of those who narrated it would cry when he
narrated it, saying, “When old age has come and the bones have
weakened, the securing of the record happens.” Masruq said, “When
forty comes to you, take your precautions.” Al-Nakha’i said, “It used to
be said to those who reach forty: “Guard your soul.” And when many of
the forbearers reached forty, they would free up their time for worship.
‘Umar b. ‘Abd Al-‘Aziz said, “God’s  case against the son of forty is
proven. So, he dies because of it.” He heard someone saying in a dream,

When 40 years comes to you, then at that moment
Fear God and be on guard against death

O children of twenty! How many of your peers have died and you
have succeeded? O children of thirty! You have attained in youthfulness
in spite of shortness of time. So what have you regretted? O children of
forty! Youthfulness is gone and you remain devoted to amusement! O
children of �fty! You are halfway to one hundred and have not shown
fairness! O children of sixty! You have alighted upon the battle�eld of
dreams! Are you involved in amusement and play? You have surely
committed excess!

[The poet said],
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When a young man reaches in his lifespan
Fifty [years] and still does not incline toward piety

The sources of disgrace confine him
and he has neither

One to repel them nor one to cast them away
And when Satan sees the blaze of his face

He greets it and says: “I offer in ransom he who
does not prosper”

Al-Fudayl said to a man, “How many [years] have come over you?”
He said, “Sixty years.” He said to him, “You’ve been marching toward
your Lord for sixty years. You are almost there.” [The poet said],

And if a man has marched for sixty years
To a water source, undoubtedly he is

close to his share of water

O you who rejoice at the number of your years having passed! You
rejoice only at the decrease of your lifespan! Abu al-Darda’  and Al-
Hasan said, “You are nothing more than days. Every time a day passes
from you, part of you goes with it.”
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[The poet said]:

We rejoice over days we have traversed
While each passing day brings

us closer to the deadline
So, work diligently for your soul before death
Because there is only profit and loss in work

One of the wise men said, “How can one rejoice about being in the
world when his day demolishes his month, his month demolishes his
year, and his year demolishes his life? How can one whose life steers him
to his deadline and his life to his death rejoice?” [The poet said],

We experience delight at the crescent when it appears
While it is nothing more than
the sword of death unsheathed

When is it said: “The month is over,” it is a metonym
And an expression of half a life already passed

Al-Hasan said, “Death is tied to your forelocks. The world is folded
behind you, and it is a journey of a numbered days’ (marahil).” [The
poet said],

We are marching towards
deadlines at every moment
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Our life spans are folded up and
they are the journey of days

You depart from the world with provisions of piety
So your life is a matter of days which are only few

One of the wise men said, “Whoever’s mounts are the nights and
days, they will march forward with him even if he doesn’t march.” [The
poet said],

These days are merely short voyages
A camel driver spurs on straight toward death

And the most amazing thing if you were
to consider is that they

Are [actually] way stations traversed and the
traveler is stationary

O you who as long as his life is prolonged he commits more sin! O
you who every time his hair whitens with the passing of days his heart
turns black with sin! [The poet said],

An old man has sins
Mounts are unable to carry

Nights have whitened his hair
And sins have blackened his heart
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O you over whom year after year passes and increases in weight from
the sleep of heedlessness and slumber! O you over whom year after year
passes and you who drown and swim in the sea of sins! O you who see
the signs and lessons, over whom the years and months have passed in
succession, hearing the verses and suras [recited] without bene�ting
from what he hears nor from what he sees from matters of grave import.
What ruse is there for one upon whom damnation has been written in
the record, transcribed (al-kitab al-mastur). [God says,] “It is not people’s
eyes that are blind, but their hearts within their breasts” Q 22:46. [He
also says,] “The one to whom God gives no light has no light at all” Q
24:40. [The poet said],

Dear friend! Many a person’s
funeral have I attended

I, however, did not benefit from my attendance
And many are my nights which

have shown me wonders
Of themselves and days passed and months

And many are the numerous years
which have covered me

And a great many things have occurred
And whoever age does not increase

has not lived a single lesson
Thus is the one who does not

find illumination from light
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SELECT BIOGRAPHIES

JABIR b. ‘Abd Allah b. ‘Amr al-Ansari  was a member of the
Khazraj clan and last of the Prophet’s  companions in Medina
to die. When he married the formerly married Sahla bt. Mas’ud al-
Awsiya  the Prophet  objected asking him why he did not
marry someone much younger and who was a virgin. A learned
and wise man, Jabir responded that he feared that if he married a
virgin his 9 sisters might deem her one of their peers and
thereafter not adhere to her motherly counsel. Upon this, the
Prophet  approved. He died in the year 77 AH at the age of 94.

ANAS b. Malik b. al-Nadr al-Ansari  was a resident of
Medina who worked as the private servant of the Prophet from
the age of 10. He was a proli�c hadith narrator and the last of the
companions living in Basra to die. He died in the year 93 AH at
the age of 103.

MU’ADH b. Jabal b. ‘Umar b. Aws  was a member of the
Khazraj clan of Medina. He was one of four companions who
completed the compilation of the Qur’an in writing during the
lifetime of the Prophet . The Prophet  declared him to be
the most knowledge of the lawful and prohibited. He was the
Prophet’s  personal student and was dispatched to Yemen to
serve as its judge and to teach the people Islam. He died in the
year 18 AH at the age of 34.
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ABU AL-DARDA’ ‘Uwaymir b. Malik al-Ansari  was a
member of the Khazraj clan of Medina. He became Muslim on
the day of the Battle of Badr and was later appointed by ‘Umar b.
al-Khattab  to the judiciary of Damascus, which was governed
by Mu’awiya b. Abi Sufyan . He died in the year 32 AH during
the reign of ‘Uthman b. ‘A�an .

SA’D b. Abi Waqqas Malik b. Uhayb  was one of the
forerunners of Islam and the �rst person to �re o� an arrow in
battle. He was one of the elders of the pioneer community, a
member of the governing council (ahl al-shura), and one of the
knights of Quraysh who used to guard and defend the Prophet 

 during military confrontations. He founded the city of Kufah
and initiated the conquest of the Persian territories beginning
with his famous conquest of Qadisiya. He served as governor of
Kufah during the reign of ‘Umar b. al-Khattab  and was the
last of the 10 given tidings of paradise to die. He died in the year
55 AH at the age of 73.

‘AMMAR B. YASIR b. ‘Amir b. Malik  was one of the
pioneers and early Muslims. He and his parents were tortured by
the pagans of Mecca because of their conversion to Islam. He was
one of 7 early Muslims to make their acceptance of Islam known
to the Meccan public and the �rst person to build a private place
of worship. He was killed during the Battle of Si�n in the year 37
AH at the age of 93.

ABU HURAYRA  was the most proli�c transmitter of the
prophetic traditions in spite of accepting Islam after the raid on
the village of Khaybar in year 7. The Prophet  renamed him
“Abd Allah”, and in one narration “‘Abd Al-Rahman”, after
entering Islam. The Prophet  also gave him the surname, Abu
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Hurayra, Father of the feline, after discovering that he was caring
for a mother cat’s kittens. He died in the year 58 AH at the age of
78.

TALHA b. ‘Ubayd Allah b. ‘Uthman al-Qurashi al-Taymi 
was one of 10 companions given explicit tidings of paradise and
with whom the Prophet  was pleased when he died. He was
also an elder and member of the governing council (ahl al-shura)
of Muslims. He su�ered paralysis in his hand due to an injury
incurred while shielding the Prophet  at the Battle of Uhud.
He was one of the �rst to die at the Battle of the Camel in the year
36 AH at the age of 60.

AL-HASAN b. ‘Ali b. Abi Talib al-Hashimi  was the grandson
of the Prophet Muhammad  and son of the Prophet’s
daughter, Fatima , and his paternal cousin, ‘Ali . He served
as caliph after his father’s assassination and brought an end to the
�rst civil war by relinquishing the rule to his father’s foe,
Mu’awiya b. Abi Sufyan . He died at the age of 47 in the year
49 AH.

UMM AL-FADL Lubaba bt. Al-Harith al-Hilaliya  was the
wife of the Prophet’s  paternal uncle, ‘Abbas , and the
sibling of the Mother of the Faithful, Maymuna . She is
believed by some to be the �rst woman to accept Islam after the
Prophet’s  �rst wife, Khadija bt. Khuwaylid . She died prior
to her husband during the reign of ‘Uthman b. ‘A�an .

‘ABBAS b. ‘Abd Al-Muttalib b. al-Hashim al-Qurashi  was
the paternal uncle of the Prophet Muhammad . He was merely
3 years older than the Prophet . He was one of the chieftains of
Quraysh during the pre-Islamic period and accepted Islam after
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the raid on Khaybar in year 7. He died in the year 32 AH at the
age of 88.

ABU UMAMA al-Balawi al-Ansari Iyas b. Tha’laba  was one
of the Medinite Helpers. The Prophet ordered him to leave the
Battle of Badr and return to Medina to tend to his mother’s
needs, but he found her dead upon his arrival.

‘ABD AL-RAHMAN B. AL-ASWAD b. Yazid al-Nakha’i was a
member of the successor generation (Tabi’un) and a competent
jurist. The authors of the six major hadith canons report his
hadiths. He died in the year 99 AH.

ABU HAZIM Salama b. Dinar al-Madini was a member of the
successor generation, of Persian origin and a client of Al-Aswad b.
Sufyan al-Makhzumi. He was a judge and ascetic. He died in the
year 135 AH.

DHU AL-NUN al-Misri Thawban b. Ibrahim was one of the
foremost mystics and ascetics of his time. His father was of
Nubian descent. One of his most profoundly recorded sayings is
“Wisdom does not reside in a stomach �lled with food.” He died
in the year 245 AH.

AL-FUDAYL b. ‘Ayyad was a sage of Persian descent raised in
Khurasan. He was a bandit before receiving illumination and
repenting from his criminality. One of his most famous sayings is
“The abandonment of work out of concern for people is
ostentation, and doing work out of concern for people is
idolatry.” He also said, “I prefer to swear that I am a show-o�
rather than swearing that I am not a showo�.” He died in Mecca
in the year 187 AH.
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AL-HASAN b. Abi al-Hasan Yasar al-Basri was a great sage,
theologian, and jurist of Basra. His mother, Khayra , was the
freed slave of Umm Salama , the Prophet’s  wife. Scholars
agree upon his piety and knowledge but have expressed
skepticism about the authenticity of the hadiths he attributes to
the Prophet  while omitting the companion intermediary. He
died in 110 AH close to 88 years of age.

IBRAHIM B. ADHAM b. Mansur was a Persian ascetic from
Balkh who used to make his living as a harvester and farm guard.
One of his regular supplications was “O God! Deliver me from
the degradation of disobeying You into the honour of obedience
to You.” On one occasion, a man came complaining to him of the
price of meat, and Ibrahim said to him, “Then cheapen it,” i.e.
don’t buy it.

HABIB IBN MUHAMMAD AL-‘AJAMI al-Basri was one of
the prominent ascetics of Basra. He was recognised as one whose
supplications were answered due to his sincerity.

‘ABD ALLAH B. LUHAY’A b. ‘Ubqa was an Egyptian jurist.
He served as judge of Basra and a well-known hadith transmitter.
Both before and after his books were burned, scholars varied
considerably over his reliability in light of his carelessness in
narration. Due to this, scholars are very selective about his
narrations.

IBN HAD ‘Abd Allah b. Shaddad al-Laythi al-Madani was born
during the lifetime of the Prophet . His mother, Salma , was
the sister of Asma bt. Umays al-Kath’amiya . He was said to be
a partisan for ‘Ali. He died when Al-Hajjaj was governor of Iraq in
the year 88 AH.
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WAHB b. Munabbih b. Kamil al-Yamani al-San’ani served as
judge of the Yemeni town of San’a. He was of Persian descent, but
his family was expelled from Khurasan and later relocated to
Yemen.

YAZID B. ABAN AL-RAQQASHI was a pious lecturer from
Basra who related objectionable hadiths and was careless in the
narration of hadith. Ibn Hibban said of him, “It is only lawful to
relate his hadiths with the aim of wonderment.”

MAYMUN B. MIHRAN al-Jazari was a jurist from the
successor generation. He used to consider ‘Ali  to be superior
to ‘Uthman  but retracted after a debate with ‘Umar b. ‘Abd
Al-‘Aziz. He served as a collector of land tax and a judge during
‘Umar’s reign. He died in the year 116 AH.

MASRUQ b. al-‘Ajda’ b. Malik was a pious man from Kufah and
one of the disciples of the companion, ‘Abd Allah b. Mas’ud .
He died in the year 63 AH at the age of 63.

HARUN B. AL-MAHDI b. al-Mansur al-RASHID was the
�fth caliph of the Abbasid dynasty. He began his reign after his
brother, Al-Hadi. Their father, Al-Mahdi, reigned before them.
Numerous virtues have been attributed to him, like constant
prayer, charity, and pilgrimages to Mecca. He was also learned and
concerned with the intricate matters of theology. There are also
reports of him indulging in illicit forms of amusement and
indecent acts.
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